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An Overview:
Silver Shine Jewels- widely recognized as a hub of purest silver jewellery provider; 925 sterling silver
jewellery. We are popular for providing the earthly, rustic charm in the form of sterling silver jewellery. The
inception of this idea was done by Mr. Neel Choksi in 2016 and to make it live Silver Shine Jewels was
established. Initial base was set up in India and now it is getting recognized as global brand.
Our Collections:
The beginning was not as smooth as imagined but today it holds a massive collection of- Sterling Silver
Chain, Sterling Silver Earring, Sterling Silver Ring, Sterling Silver Bracelet, Sterling Silver Pendant Set and
Sterling Silver Men’s Collections.
With each passing day, our team strive its best to deliver trendy, intricate and unique designs to enhance
the quality of our collection. The dedicated and hard-working team of Silver Shine Jewels ensures that the
quality is maintained with each new design and gives it a unique touch by adding something special to it. A
special attention is given to make the customers feel that they are getting great value for their money.
Our Motto:
In order to stay true towards the company history, the dedicated team of Silver Shine Jewels considers the
founder’s vision that states- “We aim for constant development of new products along with making profits in
jewellery industry. We must hold a fair and impartial relationship within the company and maintain the
quality on which the trust of customers rest.”
In addition to this, Silver Shine Jewels is strongly inclined towards customer satisfaction and ensures that
each customer is satisfied with the products we offer, be it in terms of design, pattern, style or quality.
Constantly sharing this vision with our employees, suppliers, business associates and customers
collectively ensures that all the actions favours the company and ends up with more fruitful results.
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